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“The past  offered rather  more promises  to  the present  than the future  did.  Or,  to  put  i t  another  
way,  the more the world  left  the act  of  i ts  creat ion behind,  the more confused it  would become,  
unless  i t  studied and learnt  from its  prototypes  which are  now to be seen as  archetypes .”   John Berger 

What are we looking at here? Is it a portrait or a relic from some other time? Does it excite you or does it remind you of 
something you have seen before? Is it beautiful and mysterious or foreign and inexplicable? The Lute Player is an oil 
painting by the Italian painter Pietro Paolini (1603 – 1681). It portrays a young flaxen haired man holding his instrument 
by candlelight. Aside from the style, which we might determine as Baroque, we know this painting is old because its 
subject tells us: the costume, the instrument, and lack of artificial light. We cannot know what impression this work of art 
made on its first audience – paint fresh, colours vivid and the clothing familiar. In looking now, we have to try and locate it 
through the layers and layers of images we have seen since it was made. 

Formally, everything we see in this image is permitted by a hidden light source – a candle – its flame obscured by the 
curtain. We know it is there, because it lights up the musician’s face, hands and brings his flesh to life; but the flicker is in 
our imagination. This single detail could be a clue to what Paolini was thinking when he made the work. What the artist 
chooses to exclude in a work can often be as revealing as what they include. And there this hidden source of light suggests 
another idea – something to do with previous images the artist may have seen before he painted it. To the art historian 
there are clear references in this work. One can locate numerous other players of lutes from that period, but this this 
painting specifically calls to mind The Lute Player by Caravaggio. 

Caravaggio stormed his way into the art world like a lightening bolt and rocketed to fame in 1600. But in 1606 he was 
exiled from Rome and by 1610 Michelangelo da Caravaggio was dead. His sudden departure had a profound effect on a 
younger generation of artists who wanted to emulate his style and keep his light burning bright. Also known as “tenebrists” 
they borrowed Caravaggio’s dramatically enhanced chiaroscuro, which perfectly balanced his naturalism and use of 
ordinary characters from the local taverna. His style was almost cinematic, and the combination of highlights on low life 
was ideal for storytelling: picking up the slightest expression or subtle body language.   

We know Paolini studied under Angelo Caroselli in Rome between 1619 and 1628-29 and came into contact with 
Bartolomeo Manfredi a leading figure of the “Caravaggisti.” Their objective was not to copy but to repeat so as to improve. 
When the subject remains the same it is the style that we focus on: the individual hand of the artist becomes manifest. It 
has nothing to do with plagiarism and everything to do with practice. So now we see this painting in a whole new light, or 
rather light that never went out, one that tells the on going story of appropriation in the history of art. And it is with the 
lute player’s hands, fingers partially obscured in shadow, that we can connect the two paintings. 

“I  was  just  thinking about Chorus Amongst  the Ruins  today.  I  remembered that  when I  was doing 
the hands i t  was  based on a  ha lf-remembered painting but  I  couldn 't  think whom it  was by.  Now I  
do,  i t ' s  by  Dürer:  Jesus  amongst  the Doctors  at  the Museo Thyssen Bornemisza.  Also there  is  an 
image or  detai l  of  a  painting by Ribera  of  a  disembodied hand,  writ ing on a  wal l  from Balthazar ’s  
Feast ,  a l though I  cannot f ind the orig inal  painting anywhere.  These two paintings  were the 
inspirat ion behind the f loat ing hands.  Something I 'm exploring more in  my new 
paintings .”  Christopher Orr 

 For Orr, the artistic process often begins with a found image. In the studio he surrounds himself with an expanding 
archive of books and images. “I often set out looking for a specific image but stumble across something completely 
different. Removing these figures from their mundane surroundings and reinterpreting them and giving them a new 
identity from their original context is key to my working process.” One could liken this process to the act reading of a 
painting – what we see depends on where we are standing and what we understand depends on what we have seen before. 
So what does Orr mean with the floating hands? 
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Many of Orr’s first paintings were highly finished, and whilst he continues to achieve an exactness of detail increasingly he 
likes to leave traces of the painting process. Rather than hiding the accidents or changes in direction, he leaves them there 
like phantoms that help to shape the final piece. It is interesting to note that Orr often projects 16-millimeter film onto the 
walls of his studio. They overlap to create incongruous moments, which in turn trigger his paintings. In this sense, his 
hands hover as if between celluloid frames. Overtly informed by what he has seen, Orr began his career making large 
abstract paintings that reference video games and sci-fi imagery. Then – in a light bulb moment - Orr turned to painting 
landscapes on small wooden blocks in an old-fashioned colour palette. These paintings are deeply cinematic in quality - 
whole worlds appear within each little frame. 

So let’s look at the style for a moment – is there anything Baroque about Orr’s painting? Typically Orr is associated with 
Romantic painters, in particular the German born Caspar David Friedrich (1774 – 1840) best known for his mid-period 
allegorical landscapes that feature contemplative figures silhouetted against night skies or morning mists. Art historian 
Christopher John Murray describes Friedrich’s diminutive figures gazing out into expansive landscapes as directing “the 
viewer’s gaze towards their metaphysical dimension”. Indeed, Orr’s paintings are otherworldly, and often reference the 
metaphysical in their titles: Lighten our Darkness, Second Sight, Beyond Light, From Beyond, and Chorus Amongst the 
Ruin. Yet, their mystery is as much about composition as empty spaces; they are full of tension. 

Baroque style is about emotive dynamism. With an emphasis on movement, colour and sensuality – it was a visceral kind 
of art aimed at the senses. Many of the highly charged poses depend on ‘contraposto’ (counterpoise) in which the planes 
of the shoulders are in counter directions to the hips, creating a curved and more natural torso. (Contrapposto was actually 
created by the ancient Greeks in order to give their statues more “human” characteristics.) Orr’s figures, like miniature 
two-dimensional sculptures, are suspended and yet they also hold together the structure of the work. He often emphasizes 
this with lines that might allude to a force field or engineering diagrams - like the two-dimensional drawings of the sculptor 
Barbara Hepworth. 

With Orr movement takes place outside of the work. Moving towards the work is an imperative; the smallness of scale 
demands you to zoom in. 

“It  just  started to make sense,  bringing together  a l l  of  the ideas  I  had didn ’t  have to  be on a  large  
sca le .  Some of  the art  that  interests  me,  such as  some c lass ica l  F lemish paintings  were  produced on a  
smal l  sca le  and I  l iked bringing some of  that  inf luence to  my work.”  

You could say that as he moves forward with his ability, he goes deeper into the shared history of his craft. And this is 
where we can connect the two works again, through the notion of practice required to make something with your hands. 
Just as the lute player must learn his craft and prepare for an eventual performance, so too must the painter develop his 
technique through received tradition in addition to the accumulation of image sources that spark his imagination. For 
Paolini, the available image sources were less complicated: contemporary culture and the painters before him. Meanwhile, 
Orr borrows from the loaded seam of art history, past and present, right through to moving images, popular culture and 
his own memories. Antiquated characters painted in chiaroscuro appear suspended in a world that is not their own. 
Although he is not painting contemporary figures, his work seems fresh and offers a relevant response to our era of image 
saturation. These small but perfectly formed works draw you in and give you ample space for contemplation. 

Whilst they might reference other works before them, there is no doubt that both these paintings are by the hand of the 
artist who painted them. For the artist, success could be determined as the moment when their unique and inimitable style 
emerges. What you read into each work will depend on what you have seen before, but everything you see depends 
entirely on the light therein. 
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